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Abstract- There are many challenges in post-silicon validation[1][2] and these challenges are not getting any 

easier due to the increase in the complexities of modern SoC designs. One aspect of this is the increase in the 

number of embedded processor cores in the SoC as well as the firmware contents needed for proper 

operation of the design; therefore, putting more demands on the time and resources required to create 

sufficient embedded test software as part of the post-silicon performance validation effort; the embedded test 

software will need to verify for proper operation, communication, synchronization, and performance of the 

processor subsystem, the memory subsystem, and the I/O subsystems in the design. In this paper we will 

discuss the challenge of verifying multiple versions of our test chip, implemented using advanced design 

implementation methodology exploring cell libraries, on-chip monitoring IPs and new physical 

implementation techniques, and how we used the Portable Test and Stimulus Standard (PSS)[3] in addressing 

this challenge. We will also discuss the lesson learned from this project, the advantage of using PSS, and 

possible future enhancements. 
 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

New semiconductor technologies and design methodology improvements need to be proven in a test chip before 

mass production. These improvements consist of library cells, on-chip monitor IPs, and newly developed physical 

implementation techniques to enhance performance and power consumption in SoC design. The test chip is fabricated 

and used as the vehicle for evaluating the effectiveness of the new technologies and design methodologies. The 

information collected through the test chip is used to improve our semiconductor technologies and design 

methodology continuously and to help our customers with making the design tradeoffs in selecting the technologies 

used to implement their designs. 

 

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of our test chip; there are five CPU blocks in the design: BLK_CPU0 to BLK_CPU4; 

each CPU block has quad-cores. New design methodologies are implemented on the CPU blocks and the improvement 

in terms of “Power, Performance, Area” (PPA) are measured by de-facto CPU benchmark programs and long-running 

stress tests; each CPU block is implemented using different cell libraries and physical implementation techniques to 

support different set of requirements. Since this test chip is built on a platform, the number of CPU blocks can easily 

be extended and system IP like CMU/PMU can also be adjusted automatically. 
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Figure 1. Test-chip (TC) Block Diagram 

 

Verification Requirements and Solutions: One of the goals of our test chip is to use it as the vehicle for evaluating 

the performance and power consumption of targeted design methodology. This requires us to create test scenarios that 

can be adapted to different configurations as well as different implementations of the test chip. To simplify this task, 

we decided to use PSS and Perspec to create re-usable test scenarios and let the tools handle the randomization, 

resource allocation, synchronization, and actual C code generation. In the remaining sections of the paper, we will 

give more detailed description of our test scenarios and sample PSS implementation of these scenarios; we will also 

discuss our experience with using PSS and our estimate of the improvement in the productivity as compared to manual 

coding. Finally, we will discuss the lessons learned and how we can incorporate more PSS in our post-silicon 

performance validation effort for future projects. 

 

II.   APPROACH & IMPLEMENTATION 

We followed a 4-step approach for performance validation of our test chip using PSS: 

A. Creating test scenarios to measure performance: It is important to have suitable test scenarios targeting the 

differentiations of each CPU block. The implementation details like STA (Static Timing Analysis) timing report 

are used to determine the clock speed and maximum bandwidth when generating a test scenario. A Traffic 

Profile Generator (TPG) developed using PSS, generates intended test scenarios easily. 

B. Creating de facto standard benchmark test: Dhrystone, coremark and lmbench are widely used CPU 

benchmark programs for performance. Gzip has frequently been used in measuring the performance of 

monitoring IPs. These benchmark programs have been implemented in PSS as part of the tool library; this 

simplifies the task of incorporating these programs into our performance test suite. The performance differences 

due to the differences in design methodology can be recognized clearly with credible benchmark tests. 

C. Synthesizing long-running test scenario: Since the performance measurement will be measured on PCB board, 

the test scenarios need to be sufficiently long. They can be synthesized by combining the simpler and shorter 

tests in our test plan; these scenarios are also put in run-time loops to further increase the test duration. 

D. Automated and reusable PSS environment: In future versions of our test chip, the number of CPU blocks 

will vary depending on the requirements. The current PSS environment is designed to be reusable without any 

modification. 

 

The following sections describe how these test scenarios are implemented in PSS for our current test chip. Table 1 

and table 2 show the processor and memory configurations of our current test chip. 

  



Core Name Cluster Name Cluster ID Core ID 

A0 CL0 0 0 

A1 CL0 0 1 

A2 CL0 0 2 

A3 CL0 0 3 

B0 CL1 1 4 

B1 CL1 1 5 

B2 CL1 1 6 

B3 CL1 1 7 

C0 CL2 2 8 

C1 CL2 2 9 

C2 CL2 2 10 

C3 CL2 2 11 

D0 CL3 3 12 

D1 CL3 3 13 

D2 CL3 3 14 

D3 CL3 3 15 

E0 CL4 4 16 

E1 CL4 4 17 

E2 CL4 4 18 

E3 CL4 4 19 

 

Table 1: Processor configuration of current version of test chip 

 

 

Memory Block Name Base Address End Address 

IRAM 0x0005_0000 0x0007_0FFF 

DDR1 0x8000_2000 0x9FFF_FFFF 

 

Table 2: Memory configuration of current version of test chip 

 

 

 

 

A. Test scenarios to measure performance 

To measure memory read/write performance from the CPU clusters, we created memory traffic profile (TP) 

scenarios that have one or more cores accessing the memory concurrently. Some of the key parameters that we want 

to vary for these scenarios are: 

 Number of processor cores to participate in the test 

 Direction: read only, write only, random selection 

 Bandwidth in megabytes/sec 

 Number of transactions 

 

The memory TP scenario can be broken down into simpler sub-scenarios; each sub-scenario has exactly one 

processor core performing memory access. The sub-scenario is implemented as a PSS action, 

sml_traffic_profile action, with the following control knobs: 

 Processor core to execute this action 

 Direction: read only, write only, random selection 

 Bandwidth in megabytes/sec 

 Number of transactions 

 

Now that we have the base traffic profile action: sml_traffic_profile, we can implement our memory TP 

scenario; Fig. 2 shows the PSS code for the memory TP scenario. 

 



 
 

Figure 3. Memory TP Scenario 
 

 

The multicore_sml_tp scenario allows the test writer to select a number of processor cores to execute the 

sml_traffic_profile action in parallel. As you can see from the PSS code of our memory TP scenario in Fig. 

3, the multicore_sml_tp action has the following control knobs (shown in bolded font in the code): 

 procs_subset: this data structure consists of multiple control knobs; these control knobs allow the 

test writer to select one or more processor cores to be used for this scenario.  

 direction: specify memory read or write transactions 

 mbps: specify the bandwidth in megabytes per second 

 numOfTransactions: specify the number of read/write transactions  

 

Note that the procs_subset control knob is of type sml_proc_subset_select_s which consists of the 

following key control knobs: 

 int size: how many cores (1 to 20 for our test chip) 

 bool A0_selected: whether A0 is selected or not 

 bool A1_selected: whether A1 is selected or not 

 … 

 bool E2_selected: whether E2 is selected or not 

 bool E3_selected: whether E3 is selected or not 

 selected[]: a list contains the cores selected by the test writer (through other control knobs) 

 int num_CL0: number of cores in cluster CL0 

 int num_CL1: number of cores in cluster CL1 

 int num_CL2: number of cores in cluster CL2 

 int num_CL3: number of cores in cluster CL3 

 int num_CL4: number of cores in cluster CL4 

Note that these control knobs can be created automatically from table 1 by a PSS tool; this is how the type 

sml_proc_subset_select_s was created by the PSS tool. 

 

Using these control knobs, the test writer can easily specify memory traffic profile for different CPU clusters. Fig. 

4 and Fig. 5 show how the test writer can constrain the memory TP scenario for cluster 0 (CL0) and cluster 4 (CL4). 

 

action multicore_sml_tp { 

 rand sml_proc_subset_select_s procs_subset; 

 rand sml_atp_direction direction; 

 rand bit[32] mbps; //in MB/s 

 rand bit[32] numOfTransaction; 

  

 activity { 

    parallel { 

   foreach (procs_subset.selected[index]) { 

          do sml_traffic_profile with { 

             proc_tag == procs_subset.selected[index]; 

         mbps == this.mbps; 

         direction == this.direction; 

         numOfTransactions == this.numOfTransactions; 

          } 

       } 

    } 

 } 

} 

 

 



 
 

Figure 4. Memory TP Scenario for Cluster 0 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Memory TP Scenario for Cluster 4 

 

 

Fig. 6 shows one of the tests generated for the memory TP scenario specified in Fig. 5. All four cores in CL4: E0, 

E1, E2, E3 are performing memory write operation at a rate of 800 megabytes/sec; profile_delay action in the UML 

diagram determines the delay between write operations so that the specified rate is achieved. The loop of 12 was 

specified by the value of numOfTransactions in the tp_cl4 action. 

 
 

Figure 6. One of the tests generated for the memory TP scenario specified in Fig. 5 

action tp_cl0 { 

activity { 

   do multicore_sml_tp with { 

      proc_subset.size == 4;   //total no. of cores = 4 

      proc_subset.num_CL0 == 4;  //use all 4 cores in CL0 

   } 

} 

} 

 

 

action tp_cl4 { 

activity { 

   do multicore_sml_tp with { 

      proc_subset.size == 4;   //total no. of cores = 4 

      proc_subset.num_CL4 == 4;  //use all 4 cores in CL4 

      direction == SML_ATP_WRITE; 

      mbps == 800; 

      numOfTransactions == 12; 

   } 

} 

} 

 

 



 

B. Standard benchmark test  

Performance for each CPU cluster should be measured individually to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

technology/methodology used to implement that particular CPU cluster. It is a useful and credible way to use de facto 

standard benchmark tests to measure the performance index. We selected four standard benchmark tests for our project: 

dhrystone, coremark, lmbench and gzip. Dhrystone and coremark are good measurements of the general-purpose CPU 

performance; lmbench provides good measurements of the memory bandwidth and latency performance; gzip 

benchmark can figure out the efficiency on both CPU and memory system.  

 

To use these benchmarks in PSS scenarios, we “wrapped” the open source code in PSS actions. Key attributes of 

these benchmarks, such as processor core, memory block, etc., are provided as control knobs of these actions. This 

simplifies the task of creating benchmark tests for multiple processor cores and different memory configurations. The 

benchmarks can also be combined with other test scenarios, such as DMA scenarios, to evaluate the performance of 

the CPU cluster when there are other system activities. 

 

To measure the performance, we also created two other actions: 

 start_pm_counter: this action resets the ARM “Performance Monitors Cycle Count” [5] register 

(PMCCNTR) and enables it to start counting. 

 stop_pm_counter: this action stops the ARM “Performance Monitors Cycle Count” register and 

returns its current value. 

 

Fig. 7 shows the PSS code for a simple benchmark scenario. In Fig. 7, the coremark_scenario starts with resetting 

and enabling the ARM PMCCNTR; it then runs the coremark; once the coremark is done, it stops the PMCCNTR and 

gets the total cycles for this test. The coremark action can be replaced with other benchmark action to run a different 

benchmark. More complex PSS scenario can be written to allow the test writer to select which of the benchmark 

actions to execute or to combine the benchmark actions with other system traffic. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Coremark scenario 

 

 

C. Long-running test scenario 

One of the main purpose of post-Silicon validation is to check for design correctness, whether the design meets the 

intent or not. It needs to be done with the real use-case scenarios on PCB board. Traditionally, these use-case scenarios 

were created manually and they usually didn’t have very good coverage. In order to improve on this, we leverage PSS 

to generate more tests and to get better coverage using randomization and automation provided by the PSS tools. For 

post-silicon validation, we can run much longer tests and these long running test scenarios are preferred because they 

can uncover hidden bugs that are not detectable with short tests.  

 

action coremark_scenario { 

 rand sml_processor_tag_e proc_tag; 

 

 activity { 

    sequence { 

       do start_pm_counter with { 

          proc_tag == this.proc_tag 

       } 

       do coremark with { 

          proc_tag == this.proc_tag 

       } 

       do stop_pm_counter with { 

          proc_tag == this.proc_tag 

       } 

   } 

} 

} 

 

 



Our test chip provides the complete system connectivity among interconnect, memory sub-system LPDDR4, 

internal RAM/ROM and the multi-ports peripherals such as UART/I2C/SPI/QSPI while running CPU workload. To 

check the system connectivity thoroughly, we need to activate as many H/W resources as possible at the same time; 

this helps us find corner case problems as well as measure power consumption. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram 

describing system connectivity. For example, DMA0 moves data from LPDDR4 to UART for display and DMA1 

moves data from QSPI/SPI to LPDDR4 for reading storage data while CPU is performing algorithm via 

SRAM/LPDDR4.  

 
 

Figure 8. Test chip system connectivity/data paths 

 

 

The challenge of creating these long running test scenarios with multiple bus masters running concurrently is to 

resolve the resource conflicts, memory allocation, inter-processor communication and synchronization. In addition, in 

order to facilitate the creation of long running and meaningful tests, we also need a way to compose more complex 

scenarios from simpler scenarios. Using PSS, many of these issues were handled automatically for us; as a result, we 

can generate corresponding long running test easily and extend it to new test scenario quickly.  

 

Fig. 9 shows PSS code for a DMA and memory traffic scenario. In this dma_tp scenario, the test writer can select 

the processor cluster to run the test. The constraints (not shown for brevity) in this scenario will ensure that only the 

cores in the specified cluster are used to execute this scenario. In this case, one of the cores will be used to execute the 

following actions start_pm_counter, dma_scenario, stop_pm_counter: the other three cores are used 

to execute the memory TP scenario multicore_sml_tp. Note also that the dma_tp scenario is constructed from 

simpler scenarios (actions) that we developed and discussed in previous sections. 

 



 
 

Figure 9. DMA and Memory TP Scenario 

 

Fig. 10 shows the PSS code for the dma_tp scenario running on cluster CL0; Fig. 11 shows the UML diagram for 

one of the generated tests for this scenario. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Running dma_tp scenario on cluster CL0 

 

action dma_tp { //perform DMA and memory TP in parallel 

 rand sml_cluster_tag_e cluster_tag; 

 rand sml_processor_tag_e proc_tag1; 

 rand sml_processor_tag_e proc_tag2; 

 rand sml_processor_tag_e proc_tag3; 

 rand sml_processor_tag_e proc_tag4; 

 //constraints to ensure the proc_tag? are unique and are 

 //…consistent with cluster_tag; example:  

 //   if cluster_tag==CL1 then proc_tag? are in [B0,B1,B2,B3] 

 activity { 

    sequence { 

       do start_pm_counter with { 

          proc_tag == proc_tag1; 

       } 

       parallel { 

          do dma_scenario with { 

             proc_tag == proc_tag1; 

          } 

          do multicore_sml_tp with { 

             //cores selected for this action: proc_tag2,3,4 

             //   constraints block to select the cores 

          } 

       } 

       do stop_pm_counter with { 

          proc_tag == proc_tag1; 

       } 

    } 

 } 

} 

 

 

action dma_tp_cl0 { 

activity { 

   do dma_tp with { 

      cluster_tag == CL0; 

   } 

} 

} 

 

 



 
Figure 11. UML diagram of a dma_tp test on cluster CL0 

 

Sample C Code generation: 

The UML diagram in Fig. 11 shows that four cores are used for this scenario. Note that there are implicit 

synchronization points shown in this diagram: 

 Sync point 1: At the beginning of the test, cores A1, A2, A3 have to wait for core A0 to complete the 

execution of the start_pm_counter action before they can execute the first write_data action. 

 Sync point 2: At the end of the test, core A0 has to wait for cores A1, A2, A3 to complete the execution of 

their TP scenario (which consist of executing a sequence of write_data and profile_delay in a 

loop of 16 times) before it can execute the stop_pm_counter action. 

 

Fig. 12 shows the code snippets for core A0. Fig. 13 shows the code snippets for core A1. The IPC (inter-processor 

communication) messages for the two sync points are annotated in the code. 

 

In Fig. 12, the two sync points are: 

 Line 1063: core A0 sends the IPC message to cores A1, A2, A3; once receiving this message, these cores 

will start executing their scenarios. 

 Lines 1094-1101: core A0 is waiting for core A1 to complete; after that A0 will need to wait for A2 and 

A3 to complete (lines 1102-1117; this code is not shown in Fig.12). Once cores A1, A2, and A3 finish 

executing their scenarios, core A0 will execute the code of the stop_pm_counter action (lines 1118-

1125) 

 

In Fig. 13, the code for the first sync point are in lines 1023-1030. The code for the second sync point is line 1042. 



 
…                 … 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Generated C code for core A0 (dma_tp test on cluster CL0) 



 
 

Figure 13. Generated C code for core A1 (dma_tp test on cluster CL0) 

 

As you can see from the code snippets in Fig. 12 and Fig.13, our PSS tool handled all the IPC and synchronization 

automatically; we did not have to worry about any details related to the C code generation. Using PSS, our productivity 

increased significantly since most of the time we worked at the “action-level”; we designed, analyzed, and debugged 

our test scenarios at the “action-level” using the UML diagrams and the debug tools provided by Perspec. If a test 

failed, we could isolate the issue to a certain action quickly by reviewing the “test progress” messages; once the failed 

action was identified, the next step was to review the generated C code for that action; this was the only time that we 

needed to work at the “C-level”. 

 

Post-silicon Tests: 

For post-silicon tests, we want to create very long running tests; we used the PSS repeat statement to execute the 

scenarios that we used in simulation multiple times. Fig. 14 shows the PSS code for a post-silicon scenario that runs 

the DMA and the memory TP scenarios on a specific processor cluster; Fig. 15 shows the UML diagram of one of the 

tests for this scenario running on cluster CL0; note that, in Fig. 15, the PSS repeat statement generated a scenario 

that repeatedly execute the dma_tp scenario 9999 times (the outer loop). 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Post-Silicon - DMA and Memory TP Scenario 

 

action si_dma_tp { //post-si scenario: dma_tp on a cluster 

 rand sml_cluster_tag_e cluster_tag; 

 rand int count; 

 

 activity { 

    repeat (count) { 

       do dma_tp with { 

          cluster_tag == cluster_tag; 

       } 

    } 

 } 

} 

 

 



 
 

Figure 15. Post-Silicon – UML diagram of DMA and Memory TP test on cluster CL0 

 

D. Reuse of PSS environment and scenarios 

It is a redundant work to develop the PSS environment every time the test chip changes. We need to consider the 

reusability for future projects while developing the current PSS environment. Several components will be changed in 

the next version of our test chip, such as the number of CPU clusters, number of DMA and peripherals. Memory 

configuration can also vary. Therefore, all the project-dependent configurations are put in a configuration file, written 

in CSV format. The configuration file is organized as tables that contain project-dependent information of the test 

chip. Some typical configuration tables are: Processor table, Memory table, Page table, etc; table 1 and table 2 show 

the type of information contain in the Processor configuration table and the Memory configuration table. 

 

 The PSS tool (Perspec in our case) reads the configuration file and automatically generates the PSS model of the 

processor and memory subsystems; this model consists of common data types, control knobs, data structures to 

represent the state of the system, and helper functions to access the model primitives and their state. To create reuseable 

PSS atomic actions and scenarios (i.e., compound actions), we don’t refer to project-specific attributes; we used the 

common data types, buffers, and control knobs generated from the configuration file. For example, in the dma_tp 

scenario in Fig. 10, we used the following data types: sml_cluster_tag_e and sml_processor_tag_e; 



these data types are generated by the PSS tool from table 1; the values for sml_cluster_tag_e (for the current 

version of our test chip) are: CL0, CL1, CL2, CL3. For the next version of the test chip we might have 10 clusters and 

the cluster names might change to C0, C1, C2, …, C9. Since the dma_tp scenario does not refer to any of the cluster 

name, it can still be reused in this new design. 

 

When setting up the environment for the new design, the only thing to change is the configuration file. By changing 

this information, we can easily reuse the environment, the PSS scenarios, and most of the tests; tests that refer to 

specific project attributes, such as the dma_tp_cl0 action in Fig. 11 will need to be rewritten. 

 

 

III.   RESULTS 

Fig. 16 shows the performance results of each Samsung “Design Methodology (DM)” measured by the PSS test 

scenarios. BLK_CPU0 is a normal block where traditional Samsung DM is used. BLK_CPU1 and BLK_CPU2 are 

blocks where newly developed Samsung DM is applied on top of BLK_CPU0. New Samsung DM shows a 4~9% 

performance enhancements measured by the PSS test scenarios consisted of de-facto CPU benchmark tests and newly 

developed traffic profile generator. Traffic profile generator has big advantage on injecting traffic easily as much as 

we want. Thus, we can generate long-running stress test scenarios by mixing DMA tests and traffic profile tests. All 

of those test scenarios can be run in simulation and emulation environment without any modifications and show the 

same results.  

 

 
Figure 16. Performance result based on simulation time 

  
In addition, the current PSS environment is highly reusable because all the configurations of the test chip platform 

are parameterized. In case that the numbers of CPU cluster are increased or decreased in the next project, new PSS 

environment can be created by just modifying the corresponding configuration tables and the same set of test scenarios 

can be validated in a few days. Therefore, the overall productivity is highly increased using PSS due to the reusability 

and the automation.   

 

IV.   LESSONS LEARNED & FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

This paper shows how PSS can be used to generate test scenarios for measuring performance of new design 

methodology as well as test scenarios for system validation in post-silicon. By modeling them using PSS, we can 

automate the test scenarios generation and reduce the code generation efforts significantly. This gives us more time to 

focus on defining additional test scenarios which have not been thought off before. Also, PSS provides the 

randomization of the attributes in generating new tests and supports the composition of new scenarios by leveraging 

existing actions so that we can compose interesting test scenarios quickly. It leads to improve the quality of post-

silicon validatation. 
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